Number 65: February 2019

Hilbre is one of three tidal islands in the Dee Estuary. The Friends of Hilbre aim to help
preserve all aspects of this Local Nature Reserve.
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http://
www.deeestuary.co.uk/
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Tides: Wirral Country
Park: 0151 648 4371

Volunteers needed for Open Days:
We urgently need more Volunteers to help us with the
Open Days; they occur once a month and coincide with
the Seal Watch group.
On Open Days we do the following activities,
dependent on the number of volunteers available.
1. We always staff the Telegraph Station so that members of the
public can see our information displays and ask us questions about
the Islands. The questions we are asked are usually very
straightforward, therefore no prior experience or in-depth
knowledge is required.
We keep a record of how many people come to the Telegraph
Station as this gives us useful data about the numbers of visitors.
It also provides evidence of how the FOH fulfils its aim of providing
information to the general public. It is interesting to note that
people have come from all over the world to visit the Islands.
We encourage people to write comments in our ‘Visitors’ Book’, and
we have a collection box for donations.
2. We provide refreshments and snacks for visitors to the Islands.
This is a comparatively new activity, but we were able to provide
this service on most Open Days during the last year. We will provide
this service whenever we have sufficient volunteers - it has been a
good source of fundraising for FOH and has been very popular with
visitors.
3. We occasionally provide ‘Guided Tours’ of Hilbre Island, which are
greatly enjoyed by visitors.
4. The Museum in the Buoymaster’s Store. This is a new activity for
FOH and we hope to be able to open up the museum for visitors on a
regular basis. However, we will only be able to provide this resource
if we have sufficient volunteers on Open Days.
The museum houses a variety of exhibits, which range from dinosaur
footprints, archaeological finds, Buoymaster’s equipment etc. It is a
work in progress: Items have been identified and catalogued and we
are waiting for information boards to be produced (see overleaf).
For all these activities we can provide training and information sheets
as necessary. You would always be paired with an experienced
volunteer until you have gained sufficient experience to feel confident.
Nicky Norriss
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Ranger’s Report:
Despite the chilly weather work continues on the island. The retaining wall on
the north end cliffs continues to be built on the mid-week task days and the
Buoystore is nearing the point that it can be opened to the public. The Risk
Assessments have been completed and it has passed its asbestos inspection.
A contractor has been engaged to pump out and clean the composting toilets.
The process has been started early in the year to try and make sure that the
job is done in time for the start of the Seal Watch and Open Days.
We will be having a fire safety inspection from the Fire Brigade in early March to ensure that all
our operations in the buildings meet with current regulations.
The Wirral Walking Festival will be happening again in May. Our contribution will be a Sunset Walk
on May 24th from 6.30-9.30pm. if any of the Friends of Hilbre wish to join in then you are more
than welcome.
Work continues on the new signage for the island. A great contribution has been made from
members of the Friends towards the content of the boards and the boards should be off to the
sign makers soon with a view to them being in place towards the end of April.
Matt Thomas
Editor’s note:
FOH obtained funding from DONG to produce the new information boards. Matt has spent a great
deal of time and effort (with support from the FOH Committee) in their overall design and the
information included.
They will be seen in a number of locations in buildings on the Island, including:
1.

The Slate Shed (by the toilets): This is now an all-weather shelter for visitors and is a good
place to provide general information about the islands.

2.

The Telegraph Station: The old information boards are getting a bit old and tired and will be
replaced with a range of information about the Islands and the work of the FOH.

3.

The Museum in the Bouymaster’s Store: These will help visitors to understand the context of
the exhibits.

The Hilbre Skeleton?:
In the Kirby Advertiser (date unknown) it
was reported that human bones were
‘accidently exhumed’ by a picnic party on
Hilbre Island. They reportedly piled up the
bones and took the photograph in the
newspaper article on the left!
It was reported that they informed the
police, who then visited the island. The
bones were no longer there, however they
dug down and found a few further bones,
but the ‘greater proportion of the bones’
were ‘never seen’ by the police!
Do any of our members have any more
information about this story? Did it happen, or
is it an elaborate spoof?
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Hilbre as a Lazaretto?*
In a book by John Howard, published in 1789, he provided ’An
Account of the Principal Lazarettos in Europe: With Various
Papers Relative to the Plague, Together with Further
Observations on Some Foreign Prisons and Hospitals, and
Additional Remarks on the Present State of Those in Great
Britain and Ireland’ (definition below)
On page 301 he describes a proposal for a Lanzaretto* (definition
below) to be situated on Hilbre Island. The text from this page is
transcribed below.
‘What number of lazarettos may be required in England,
future experience might determine. Beside such an
establishment for the ports of London and Bristol,
there would evidently be one wanted for that Liverpool,
The latter would be peculiarly useful to facilitate the importation of cottons from
Turkey for the Lancashire and Cheshire manufacturers.
Such a lazaretto as is above described, would greatly encrease (sic) the safety, and
diminish the expence (sic) and the delay of such importations. An excellent situation for
such a building naturally presents itself; Hilbre Island is placed at the the conflux of the
rivers Mersey and Dee, just at the entrance of the Liverpool and Chester ports.
The size appears to be fully sufficient for the purpose, being about four acres of land.
There is good anchorage for ships of 100, 150, or 200 tons, the usual size of those
employed in the Turkey trade, within a few yards of the island. It supplies a spring of
good water.
Liverpool would execute such an undertaking with as much spirit, and as truly commercial
a genius, as any town in England, or perhaps in Europe. Their corporation is
eminently opulent and liberal. However, government would undoubtedly grant a sum of
money adequate to the expence of erecting a public work, so efficiently connected with
the safety of the nation. The charge of supporting the establishment might probably be
supplied with most propriety by duties on the goods, which receive the benefit of such
purification.
The advantages that might fairly be expected from the proposed plan of lazarettos in
England may thus be shortly stated :…………………….’

* Definition of a Lazaretto taken from

en.wikipedia.orgText under CC-BY-SA license
A lazaretto or lazaret is a quarantine station
for maritime travellers. Lazarets can be ships
permanently at anchor, isolated islands, or
mainland buildings. In some lazarets, postal
items were also disinfected, usually by
fumigation. This practice was still being done
as late as 1936, albeit in rare cases.
A leper colony administered by a Christian
religious order was often called a lazar house,
after the parable of Lazarus the beggar.
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February Mid-Week Task:
February’s Mid-week task was well attended. The structure in
the photograph on the right is in the garden of the 2-storey
building on the east side of Hilbre. We have heard it being
called the Bath House and the Summer House. It dates back to
1954 and was in such a dilapidated and dangerous condition that
it needed to be demolished.
Our task was to remove the structure and clear the area see
the ‘after’ photo (below right). There are some plans to replace
it with some sort of a viewing platform.
There is a mid-week task
every month at very
convenient times and at low
tide which offers a degree of
flexibility in crossing times
and there is always the chance
of a lift to and fro!

During the Task

The volunteers in the pictures
are: Richard Neal, Dave
Gregson, Arthur MacDonald,
Peter Hinton, Malcolm Jones,
Val Jones, Ken Stackhouse

After

If you are not free mid-week to attend tasks, we also have monthly weekend tasks; these also
take place over a low tide.
Allen Burton
If you would like to join us as a
volunteer, we organise a wide
range of activities that you may
enjoy. Please see the contact
details on the front page.

Other News:
The FoH Committee
is currently
reviewing our
constitution to
ensure that it is
up-to-date and
accurately reflects
our practices and
procedures. It was last reviewed in
2011.
We are also reviewing our risk
assessments to ensure that we
promote safe practices for volunteers
working on Hilbre.
We will share our progress with you
and welcome your comments.

Seal Watch
Our first seal watch for this year will be on Saturday
March 30th. We will be leaving for the island at 11.00
at Dee lane slipway.

Everyone is welcome. Come along and learn about the
seals and help us run this lovely monthly event.
Vee Gatrell

